Central Idea: Culture and behavior connect people to one another.  
Key Concepts: Function, Connection, Responsibility  
Related Concepts: Belonging, Interactions  
Lines of Inquiry: Elements of culture; How elements frame expectations of how to act; Making connections to cultures through international mindedness

Central Idea: Human circumstances and challenges help us understand conflict and literature.  
Key Concepts: Form, Connection, Perspective  
Related Concepts: Fantasy, Language, Conflict  
Lines of Inquiry: How beliefs and values are taught through stories; Different perspectives in conflicts; Conflicts in history and literature

Central Idea: Students will create their own central idea during the Exhibition.  
Key Concepts: Students will identify their own key concepts during the Exhibition.  
Related Concepts: Students will identify their own related concepts during the Exhibition.  
Lines of Inquiry: Students will make their own lines of inquiry.

Central Idea: Culture and behavior connect people to one another.  
Key Concepts: Function, Connection, Responsibility  
Related Concepts: Belonging, Interactions  
Lines of Inquiry: Elements of culture; How elements frame expectations of how to act; Making connections to cultures through international mindedness

Central Idea: Innovations and discovery impact daily life.  
Key Concepts: Change, Causation, Perspective  
Related Concepts: Innovation, Inequality  
Lines of Inquiry: History’s documentation of people of color and women’s contributions; Innovations/discoveries/ inventions occur through trial and error; Innovations help solve problems and also create problems

Central Idea: Human-made systems create interconnectedness through the use of symbols.  
Key Concepts: Form, Connection, Causation  
Related Concepts: Fractions, Rhythm, Music  
Notes:  
Lines of Inquiry: Components of human-made systems; Symbols and notation show interconnectedness; How people use symbols to organize and communicate

Central Idea: Different country's choices of energy resources impact the planet.  
Key Concepts: Form, Perspective, Responsibility  
Related Concepts: Sustainability, Efficiency  
Lines of Inquiry: Energy resources and forms of energy; How different developed countries utilize energy; Human use of renewable and non-renewable sources of energy